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Varia 

The National Museum "Earth and Man", Sofia
a Geological Heritage Depository 

The First Subregional Meeting "Conservation of 
the Geological Heritage of Southeast Europe" 
was hosted in May 1995 by the Earth and Man 
National Museum. The general aim of any 
mineralogical museum to preserve for the 
following generations mineral fragments of 
Nature which are doomed to disappear by 
industrial activity, corresponds to the Concept 
of Sustainable Development (CSD) as well as 
to the principles of conservation of the 
geological heritage of the Earth. During past 
years, the Museum performed several activities 
that contribute to the realization of the CSD, 
and namely: (i) innovation exhibition "Zeoexpo' 
95"; (ii) exhibition "Bulgaria for a sustainable 
world"; (iii) international competition "Music 
and Earth" 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996; (iv) Green 
Angels collections CD 1 and 2, 1995 and 1996; 
(v) International contest and exhibition "Earth 
for All", 1995 and 1996; (vi) exhibition 
"Borrowed Land" (rehabilitation of mining 
lands) during the 16th World Mining Congress, 
1994; (vii) temporary exhibitions "Exotic 
Nature"; (viii) Sustainable Bulgarian folk trades 
(Silkworm Breeding), May 1996; (ix) exhibitions 
"Theory and Practice of Sustainable Deve
lopment", 1996. 

The Museum is situated in a beautiful building 
at the entrance of the Southern Park of Sofia. It 
was founded in 1986, and opened for the public 
on 19.06.1987. The building has a centennial 
history, being first erected as a riding-school, 
and consequently used as an Arsenal and a State 
Printing House. The grounds of the Museum 
cover now 4000 sq. m, and house the treasures 
of the underground kingdom and the products 
of the man's skill to make of them diverse 
materials. The Museum possesses more than 
20000 items; 3000 of them are exhibited in six 
parts displaying the topics of the stone nature 
and the man's attitude towards it as his life 
environment, source of energy and raw mate-
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rials, subject of scientific knowledge and 
aesthetic effect. About 11 00 out of the known 
3000 mineral species are on exhibit. Common 
rock-forming and ore minerals are demonstrated 
in their natural aggregates. Besides them, the 
Museum possesses many rare minerals known 
from only one or a few deposits in the world, as, 
e.g., sogdianite, velogahnite, gagarinite, nonnan
dite, hibonite, annstrongite, etc. Unique 
specimens from widespread minerals are the 
pride of the Museum. Thus, the diaspore is 
commonly known only as very small (of the 
order of 1 x to·• mm) crystals but a unique green 
-violet crystal from Turkey is 20 em long. 
Magnificent precious scapolites from Tanzania, 
both as natural monocrystals and as polished 
precious stones of honey-yellow colour and 
perfect purity and transparence, are other 
important exhibits. The Museum possesses more 
than 2000 specimens of precious stones. The 
rarest among them are the purple amethysts · 
from Rio Grande do Sui (Brazil); the gigantic 
orange-red topazes weighing up to 65 thousand 
carats, from Volhyn (Ukraine); diverse minerals 
from the beryl family (emerald, aquamarine, 
heliodore, morganite); emerald copper, euclase, 
variegated tourmalines. 

Special exhibitions display the "Industrial 
Minerals", "Mineral Raw-materials of Bulgaria", 
"New Materials", "Newly-obtained Exhibits". 
Although none of the existing minerals could 
be designated as "useless", the practical activity 
of man utilises only a fraction of the existing 
minerals as raw materials for industry and 
construction. The progress of science widens the 
range of application of different minerals. For 
example, the natural zeolites, - one of the raw 
materials of widest application in our days, has 
been introduced as such only during the last 
thirty years. New materials obtained by industry 
are also exhibited, as, e.g., artificial monocrystals 
for optics, electronics and jewellery, bioma-
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terials, superconductors, etc. Materials related 
to the protection of Nature from pollution are 
of special interest, especially those used for 
cleansing areas polluted with petrol products 
or radioactive isotopes, the wide range of 
materials derived from waste products, etc. 

Most of the exhibits of the Museum are 
obtained as donations by more than 300 
companies and individuals. Thus, the newly
obtained exhibits include vivianite crystals from 
Brazil, pyrochlore from Y akutia, perovskite from 
Kovdor (Russia), a collection of new and rare 
minerals from Japan and from the famous 
Lengenbach Deposit (Switzerland), gigantic 
cerussite crystals from Namibia and Morocco. 
The exhibition "Gigantic Crystals" is based upon 
the donation by Iliya Delev who dedicated more 
of 30 years of his life to collect huge crystals 
and their aggregates in Brazil and other regions. 
Many other generous donators contnbuted to 
the present wealth of the Museum. 

The National Museum "Earth and Man" 
maintains various forms of relations with the 
public and the geological community. National 
and international geological meetings and 
conferences are often organized in its premises, 
thus taking profit from its incomparable 
ambience. 
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One of the goals of the Museum is to preserve 
and keep for the generations most important 
specimens of minerals and rocks that cannot be 
conserved in natural conditions. This goal is 
consistent with one of the aspects of activities 
for the protection of the geological heritage of 
the Earth. 

In the eight years of its existence, the Museum 
has been visited by more than 400 000 people. 
A scientist from Japan wrote in the visitors' book: 
"There are many mineralogical museums in the 
world but this one possesses a character I have 
never seen. It has been created with thought for 
the future of Human kind". 

The National Museum "Earth and Man" is a 
creation of generosity and patriotism. It is called 
"National" but the ambition of its personnel and 
numerous friends is to transform it in a global 
museum of the stone kingdom of the planet 
Earth and the skill of Man to build his 
civilisations in a wise and sensible mariner, 
without depriving the future generations of the 
possibility to use Nature as an environment of 
life, and source of raw materials and energy. 

M. Maleev 


